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The month in view
Coming up………..

• Reserve projects
• Wildlife sightings
• Conservation work
• Frogging
• Cheetah death
• 1st time bird species
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Volunteers joining Askari this month formed “Porcupineless”. 
Volunteers were from Belgium, England, France, Germany, The 
Netherlands and the USA. 

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Death of a coalition

was dead. At the beginning of March we came across a sighting that confirmed death for ‘Babalo’ too. In
fact at the time a young spotted hyaena was feeding on his body. It is not clear exactly who killed him. It
could have been spotted hyaenas or it could have been a different cheetah coalition, who incidentally
we saw just a few hundred metres away the very next day. ‘Lesedi’ and ‘Babalo’ were the 2 oldest on the
reserve and had lived a good life so although sad, it was not a surprise to us that their death was close.

Sadly, the cycle of life in the
bush is sometimes a grim
reality and hard to bear. For a
few weeks we had been seeing
male cheetah ‘Babalo’ alone
without his brother. Because
they are never normally apart,
we already feared the worst
for his brother ‘Lesedi’ that he

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates at 
http://www.askariwcp.com/recent-reserve-events/

Reserve work & Projects
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The summer months are a good time of year to complete
erosion control work. The soil is turned using pick axes and
seed laid. Encroaching Sicklebush is then cut down and
used to brush pack the area and protect from grazing and
splash erosion.

Cleaning of the nyala breeding camps took place as well
as collection and analysis of dung for internal parasite
levels. Sleep out was a beautiful night under the stars
and multiple bush walks took place to have a look at the
smaller creatures of the bush as well as learning about
the plant species around us.

During the rock protection of a False marula tree
we came across this beautiful and small ‘Eastern
tiger snake’.

Alien plant work took place mostly
against ‘Lantana’ plants but also the
‘Prickly pear’ cactus.

http://www.askariwcp.com/recent-reserve-events/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
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Down in the southern section of the reserve we came across the 2 large male lions ‘Kalahari jnr’ and
‘Zamula’ with some females and also lone female ‘Tamu’ a little closer to home.

It had been a long time since
we had seen a crocodile at Hide
dam but it was there this
month. Summer also gives the
chance to meet the insects and
arachnids including this
spectacular ‘Yellow-banded
legged golden orb web spider’

Cheetah sightings were of lone male ‘Babalo’, coalition ‘Songo’ and ‘Sanana’ and our female cheetah in the
boma continued to settle in well. Elephant bulls were also seen around Pidwa north.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Summer birding
The team was very excited to make the first ever record of ‘Senegal lapwing’ on Pidwa this month. We
saw a small group of 5 of the bird on Buffalo camp. We continue to enjoy the migratory species such as
the ‘European roller’ pictured here. And another rarely seen bird on the reserve was this ‘Cut-throat finch’
in the Askari garden.
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With the rains come a plethora of amphibians, the night air is filled with the sounds of mating and
attraction calls. We took the opportunity to do some investigating and spent a session “frogging” in a local
pool to see which species we could find. Amphibians, and especially frogs, are excellent bio-indicators.
They are very sensitive to their surrounding environment and are therefore often the first species to show
a decline or change in diversity when there are problems. It is therefore important to be aware of the
species and diversity we have here on the reserve.

Frogging

Our most common capture of the night was the beautiful ‘Painted reed frog’ as well as a young ‘Water
leguaan’.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

